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Industry 5.0 promises to revolutionize the industry by focusing on human-
centric, sustainability, and resilience empowered by emerging technologies 
such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and digitalization. This paradigm shift is 
expected to bring significant advancements in sustainability, resilience, 
productivity, effectiveness, efficiency, customization, reliability, safety, security, 
maintainability etc. However, this shift of the industrial paradigm introduces 
substantial cybersecurity challenges due to the increased attack surface and 
data sensitivity. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to conduct a thorough 
literature review of the recent research on cybersecurity in Industry 5.0, 
highlighting emerging trends, gaps, and potential solutions. To conduct this 
research, the authors have applied the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic 
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) methodology to investigate cybersecurity 
solutions in Industry 5.0. The findings reveal that conceptual research dominates, 
with AI, Blockchain, and Internet of Things (IoT) most prevalent but highlights 
a gap in linking cybersecurity to resilience and sustainability. Furthermore, the 
paper aims to present trends in cybersecurity research with more relevant results 
from 2022 to 2024. It conducts a thorough review of the literature, highlighting 
the evolving landscape of cybersecurity applications in Industry 5.0.
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Introduction

Industry 4.0 revolutionized industries with automation, interconnectivity, and data-driven 
decision-making. Industry 5.0 builds upon these foundations by introducing human-centric 
collaboration with intelligent machines (Breque et al., 2021). This collaborative environment 
leverages Artificial Intelligence (AI), big data analytics, and advanced robotics to achieve mass 
customisation, real-time optimisation, and self-learning processes. The interconnected nature 
of Industry 5.0 may introduce various cybersecurity-related aspects that need to be addressed, 
to ensure the required level of system safety and security. Some of these aspects are:

 •  Increased Attack Vectors: The proliferation of connected devices (machines, sensors, 
robots) creates numerous entry points for attackers.

 •  Data Security Concerns: The vast amount of sensitive data generated and collected in 
Industry 5.0 systems (production data, customer information, AI models) necessitates 
robust data security measures.

 •  Supply Chain Vulnerabilities: The interconnectedness of Industry 5.0 extends beyond 
factory walls, encompassing suppliers and partners. Vulnerabilities in any part of the 
supply chain can be exploited to gain access to core systems.
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 • AI Security Risks: The integration of AI introduces new attack 
vectors. Malicious actors can target AI algorithms to manipulate 
outputs, disrupt operations, or steal intellectual property.

 • Human-Machine Collaboration Risks: The close collaboration 
between humans and machines necessitates secure authentication 
protocols to prevent unauthorized access or manipulation by 
either party.

According to Orange cyberdefense Security Navigator 2024 
Report (Orangecyberdefense, 2023), most of the targeted industry in 
the year 2023 was Manufacturing (See Figure 1).

Figure 2 shows timeline of some of the occurrences of cyberattacks 
happened in past in various industries including nuclear, 
manufacturing, water facility, pipeline, transportation, aviation, 
Information Technology (IT), and so on.

The impacts of these cyberattacks are briefly discussed below:

 • Iran’s nuclear facilities attack (2010): Stuxnet a computer worm 
that infected computer networks through USB-flash drives and 
switched off safety devices, causing centrifuges to spin out of 
control (Langner, 2011).

 • WannaCry Ransomware Attack (2017): It damaged worth more 
than $4 billion with 300,000 infected computers (Akbanov 
et al., 2019).

 • Norsk Hydro (2019): A trusted customer’s email tricked a Norsk 
Hydro employee, causing a ransomware attack that shut down 
plants, forced manual operations, and cost the company 
$40 million (Salviotti et al., 2023).

 • The Florida water plant attack (2021): Attacker changed the 
chemical levels of the water supply by increasing the amount of 

sodium hydroxide, but it was thwarted by a watchful operator 
before it could cause harm (Cervini et al., 2022).

 • Colonial Pipeline Ransomware Attack (2021): Leading to fuel 
delivery disruption and panic buying across the United States, the 
company paid the ransom demanded by the hacker group (75 
bitcoin, or approximately $4.4 million USD; Beerman et al., 2023).

 • Toyota (2022 and 2023): A cyberattack in 2022 halted Toyota 
production in Japan, while a 2023 ransomware attack on their 
financial services in Germany exposed data and demanded an 
$8 million ransom (Arctic Wolf, 2024).

 • Bridgestone Americas (2022): A LockBit cyberattack forced 
Bridgestone to shut down manufacturing across North and Latin 
America for days, compromising customer and employee data 
(Arctic Wolf, 2024).

 • Johnson Controls (2023): A ransomware attack by The Dark 
Angels stole over 27 Terabyte of data and demanded a $51 million 
ransom (Arctic Wolf, 2024).

 • Scandinavian Airlines website hit by cyberattack (2023): SAS 
website was down for a few hours and customer details exposed 
to customers who are active during the attack (SAS, 2023)

 • IT company Tietoevry’s hit by ransomware (2024): This cyberattack 
affected several customers and forced several stores to close 
across Sweden (Tietoevry, 2024).

Cyberattacks can compromise people’s safety, because system 
failures, damage organizational reputations, lead to monetary losses, 
and compromise data accuracy. They also impact a system’s Reliability, 
Availability, Maintainability, and Safety (RAMS), ultimately 
threatening its dependability. Since dependability encompasses 
availability, reliability, maintainability, and maintenance support 

FIGURE 1

Cyberattack targeted industry in the year 2023 (Orangecyberdefense, 2023).
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(International Electrotechnical Commission, 2015), improved 
cybersecurity will have direct positive impact on the overall 
dependability of the system.

Several efforts have been undertaken to protect data, including the 
introduction of regulations like the European Union’s General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) (European Union, 2016). To stay 
secure, industries must be  vigilant about emerging cybersecurity 
trends and threats. The European Union (EU) has implemented the 
Network and Information Security (NIS 2) Directive specifically to 
safeguard critical infrastructure (European Commission, 2022). 
Another available series of standards for industrial communication 
networks and systems security include IEC 62443 (Industrial Society 
of Automation, 2020). Industry 5.0 lacks specific regulations, but 
existing frameworks like GDPR (European Union, 2016), IEC 62443 
(Industrial Society of Automation, 2020), and ISO 27001 (ISO/IEC 
27001:2022, 2022) can be  leveraged for security until dedicated 
standards emerge.

After this introduction section, Research Methodology, outlines 
the methods used to conduct this review process. Results present the 
overall trend of cybersecurity research within Industry 5.0, analyzing 
publications by year, geographic location, and technology. It also 
covers the aspects of Industry 5.0 related to cybersecurity along with 
a comparative analysis and discussions of the reviewed literature. Next 
comes the Conclusion, followed by Acknowledgments.

Research methodology

The research methodology employed in this paper has followed 
PRISMA methodology (Page et  al., 2021). PRISMA promotes 
transparent reporting of systematic reviews, it does not inherently 
address limitations of included studies or assess all potential biases. 
These aspects require additional methodological considerations 
during the review process. PRISMA encompasses the following 
components: Eligibility Criteria, Information Sources, Search Process, 
Study Selection, and Data Collection & Analysis of Results.

Eligibility criteria

Articles considered for this review must meet the following criteria:

 • Publication within last 5 years.

 • Availability of the full-text manuscript on Google Scholar 
and Scopus

 • Publication in a peer-reviewed or scholarly journal or conference, 
or thesis.

 • Availability in the English language.

Information sources

To extract relevant literature pertaining to the cybersecurity 
within Industry 5.0, the authors of this paper explored two databases: 
Google Scholar and Scopus.

Search strategy

To recognize the initial scope of cybersecurity in Industry 5.0, the 
authors of this paper have conducted a web-based search. The study 
used popular databases, including Scopus and Google Scholar. The 
search query used were “industry 5.0” AND cybersecurity OR secure 
OR privacy OR security OR threats OR hacking. All the literature were 
merged to delete duplicate entries, and authors were left with 30 
papers to carry out the review.

Study selection

This review paper has focused on the study of cybersecurity 
research within Industry 5.0. From an initial pool of 30 papers, 18 
were selected based on eligibility criterion and their relevance to 
Industry 5.0. These 18 papers were then analyzed in detail, with a 
specific focus on technologies, research method, and industrial aspect.

Data collection and analysis of results

The search strategy applied for web-based exploration within 
these databases is outlined in Figure 1. The search strings have been 
defined in section 2.3. The majority of the identified literature sources 
were obtained from the Scopus database. All literature considered for 
inclusion in this study underwent independent evaluation by three 
researchers to determine its relevance. Only literature aligning with 

FIGURE 2

Timeline of some of the occurrences of cyberattacks in industries.
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the study’s criteria was retained. Any literature that did not meet these 
criteria, as determined by at least two researchers, was excluded. 
Subsequently, after eliminating redundant or unrelated materials, a 
total of 18 papers were selected for review. These selected reviewed 
papers are from 2022 to 2024. Our initial search focused on papers 
published within the past 5 years. We found that the most relevant 
papers fall within the range of 2002 to 2024. Additionally, as Industry 
5.0 is an emerging concept, there is limited existing literature on the 
topic. A visual representation of the literature review process using 
PRISMA method is presented in Figure 3.

The scope of this paper is limited to addressing cybersecurity in 
the context of Industry 5.0’s focus on resilience, human-centricity, and 
sustainability, rather than providing a critical or exhaustive literature 
review, we  primarily utilized two databases. For future, more 
comprehensive reviews, we  will consider including additional 
resources such as Web of Science and IEEExplore.

Results

Trends in cybersecurity research in Industry 
5.0

A literature review has been conducted of 18 papers from 
internationally recognized academic journals and conferences 
published between 2022 and 2024, addressing cybersecurity in the 
context of Industry 5.0’s focus on resilience, human-centricity, and 
sustainability. Figure  4 presents statistics on literature related to 
cybersecurity research within Industry 5.0. Of these, most were 
published in 2023 (67%). The distribution of publication venues leans 
toward conferences (50%) with journals following at (39%). 
Geographically, the studies originated primarily from India (33%), 
followed by Pakistan (11%) and Russia (11%).

Among the 18 reviewed papers, the most common research 
method is conceptual (39%) (See Figure 5). Comparative analysis 

follows at 33%, with experimental methodology (22%) and multi-
criteria analysis (5%) also being used. Blockchain technology and 
Internet of Things (IoT) are the most prevalent technologies employed 
in the reviewed literature (See Figure 5). The datasets used include 
Edge-IIoTset and ToN-IoT dataset (Dey et al., 2024), Empirical data 
collected from 50 people (Dmitrieva et  al., 2024), Hybrid dataset 
(Sharma et al., 2023), FEMINIST and CIFAR-10 (Singh et al., 2023), 
CIC-DDOS2019 and CSE-CIC-IDS2018 (Wu et al., 2023), and Kaggle 
(Siddique et al., 2023).

Industry 5.0 and cybersecurity

Industry 5.0 marks a significant shift in manufacturing, placing 
humans back at the center alongside intelligent machines. While this 
human-centric collaboration unlocks immense potential, it also 
introduces new cybersecurity challenges. To ensure a secure and 
sustainable future, cybersecurity needs to be woven into the very 
fabric of Industry 5.0, considering its core principles: human-
centricity, sustainability, and resilience. Figure  6 represents a 
proposed schematic of cybersecurity considerations within 
industry 5.0.

Human-centricity and cybersecurity

According to the “Human Risk Review 2023,” (SoSafe, 2023) the 
human element remains a critical factor in cybersecurity. The report 
emphasizes the rise of social engineering tactics and a surge in cyber 
threats powered by geopolitics and the remote work landscape. These 
factors elevate the vulnerability of human actors. Additionally, the 
report explores the risks associated with security gaps in supplier 
systems and the dominance of ransomware attacks. To address these 
challenges, the report concludes by offering recommendations (Kour, 
2020), including security awareness training, implementation of 
remote work security measures, supplier security evaluations, and the 
development of robust incident response plans. In 1996 Zurko and 
Simon (Ellen et al., n.d.) proposed a user-friendly approach to security, 
where security features are designed with usability in mind. The 
authors highlight three key areas for user-friendly security:

 • Usability testing: Applying usability testing techniques to security 
systems to ensure they are easy to understand and use.

 • User-friendly security models and mechanisms: Developing 
security models and mechanisms that are user-friendly and do 
not require extensive technical knowledge.

 • User needs as the primary goal: Prioritizing user needs 
throughout the security design process, ensuring security features 
integrate seamlessly with user workflows.

In Industry 5.0, user-friendly security makes security features 
clear and easy to use, empowering employees and minimizing the risk 
of human error in a human-machine collaboration environment. This 
reduces complexity and disruptions, creating a more secure and 
efficient system. Human-centric design principles encourage creating 
security features that are easy to understand and integrate into 
workflows. Complex procedures lead to workarounds and mistakes, 
increasing security vulnerabilities. Usable security reduces this risk.

FIGURE 3

Research Methodology based on PRISMA method.
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FIGURE 4

Statistics of current literature related to cybersecurity in Industry 5.0.

FIGURE 5

Research methods, technologies, and datasets used within the reviewed literature.
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A human-centric Industry 5.0 fosters a culture of security 
awareness. By educating employees, organizations can create a 
workforce actively involved in protecting systems and data. This 
reduces the success rate of social engineering attacks that prey on 
human error. The evolving nature of cyber threats necessitates 
ongoing training for employees. A human-centric approach ensures 
training programs are engaging and cater to different learning styles. 
This improves knowledge retention and promotes better security 
practices. Additionally, suppliers are the weak link in cyberattacks. 
According SoSafe  - Human Risk Review 2023, 80% of security 
professionals agree their security relies on partners’ security 
(SoSafe, 2023).

Solutions
To address the human element in cybersecurity, prioritizing 

cybersecurity awareness training is crucial. Equipping employees to 
recognize phishing attempts, social engineering tactics, and secure 
coding practices strengthens the organization’s overall defense (Kour 
and Karim, 2020). Furthermore, implementing multi-factor 
authentication (MFA) and role-based access control (RBAC) 
strengthens access control measures. MFA and RBAC ensure that only 
authorized personnel have access to specific systems and data, 
minimizing the risk of unauthorized access. However, secure 
communication protocols for human-machine interaction require 
further research and development. As reliance on technology grows, 
robust protocols that safeguard communication channels are essential 
for comprehensive cybersecurity solutions.

Sustainability and cybersecurity

Industry 5.0 integrates sustainability into its core principles by 
utilizing interconnected supply chains and data-driven initiatives like 
closed-loop manufacturing. However, this interconnectedness creates 
a complex cybersecurity landscape including security controls. NIST 
recognized the most emissive security controls by applying qualitative 
methods. According to NIST, 50% of cybersecurity emissions are from 
the use of resilience activities (like, redundancy capabilities) and 
endpoints (Wavestone, 2024). While advancements like Industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT) are crucial for environmental monitoring, 
they introduce resource limitations and potential vulnerabilities. 
Furthermore, with rising energy demands from data centers, exploring 
energy-efficient security solutions and mitigating vulnerabilities 
across interconnected ecosystems becomes paramount for building a 
sustainable future in Industry 5.0.

Solutions
Standardizing secure communication protocols across the supply 

chain can significantly minimize attack vectors. Optimizing the 
volume of logs collected and stored can help to reduce emissions 
(Wavestone, 2024). Sharing threat intelligence and implementing 
authentication methods that do not require dedicated physical 
equipment can contribute to fewer emissions (Wavestone, 2024). 
Additionally, strong data encryption and access controls ensure only 
authorized personnel can access sensitive data and help protect 
confidentiality while enabling valuable insights for sustainable 

FIGURE 6

A proposed schematic of cybersecurity considerations within Industry 5.0.
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practices. As (Shaikh et al., 2024) suggests, AI-driven architectures 
with blockchain technology can optimize energy usage and secure 
data, bridging the gap between legacy industrial robustness and future 
productivity gains.

Resilience and cybersecurity

The Cyber Resilience Act (CRA) (European Union, 2022) 
mandates the integration of security features within manufacturing 
equipment, promoting the development of more secure hardware and 
software solutions. This aligns with the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST) definition of resilience (Ross et al., 2019), 
which emphasizes a system’s capacity to anticipate, withstand, recover 
from, and adapt to cyber threats. As depicted in Figure 7 [adapted 
from Haque et al. (2021), Haque et al. (2021), Bodeau et al. (2015), and 
Bodeau et al. (2015)], a resilience curve illustrates system performance 
during a cyberattack over time. The five stages represent the entire 
resilience cycle, with the area under the curve serving as a quantitative 
measure of a system’s cyber resilience (Haque et al., 2021). This value 
helps assess weaknesses and develop mitigation strategies (Haque 
et al., 2021). This approach, also known as functionality-based, allows 
for the creation of specific resilience metrics for Industrial Control 
Systems (ICS) as proposed by Haque et al., (2021).

Building upon these concepts, researchers have employed similar 
resilience stages to propose a cybersecurity approach (Kour et al., 

2023) that predicts, prevents, and monitors cyberattack penetration 
probabilities at each stage of the Kill Chain Model (CKC) (Lockheed 
Martin, 2023). Additionally, studies have explored the potential of 
Blockchain technology (Zhang and Van Luttervelt, 2011; Leng et al., 
2022, 2023a,b) and machine learning-based intrusion detection 
systems (Javeed et al., 2023) for enhancing resilience in manufacturing 
systems. Furthermore, AI-powered models have been proposed to 
analyze adversary behavior and predict vulnerabilities in critical 
infrastructure, enabling the implementation of targeted security 
measures and improved cyber resilience (Abuhasel, 2023).

Solutions
Industry 5.0’s focus on interconnected, sustainable practices 

creates complex security challenges. While advancements like IIoT are 
crucial, they introduce resource limitations and vulnerabilities. Multi-
layered security solutions are essential. Implementing robust intrusion 
and anomaly detection systems alongside research into secure AI can 
help prevent attacks. Network segmentation and resilient 
infrastructure are crucial, but Industry 5.0 also requires redundancy 
in critical systems and data backups for attack resilience. This 
redundancy can lead to increased emissions, as discussed in section 
3.22. Therefore, a balanced solution is needed to trade-off between 
resilience and sustainability. This topic can be  further explored in 
future research. Additionally, by adopting a culture of cybersecurity 
awareness alongside these technical solutions, we can build a human-
centric, sustainable, and resilient Industry 5.0.

FIGURE 7

Resilience curve with different phases of action [adapted from Haque et al. (2021) and Bodeau et al. (2015)].
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Comparative analysis and discussions

Several recent articles shed light on the evolving cybersecurity 
trends in Industry 5.0. (Bakkar, 2023) explores the cybersecurity 
landscape of Industry 5.0, examining prevalent attack methods, 
potential vulnerabilities, and the resulting challenges that industrial 
organizations face in this evolving technological era. The most 
discussed cyberattacks and methods in the literature are Distributed 
Denial of Service (DDOS), Shellcode, Spoofing, Tampering, 
Repudiation, Information Disclosure, Elevation of Privilege (STRIDE), 
brute force, cross site scripting (XSS), structured query language 
(SQL) injection, infiltration, port scanning, botnets, malware attacks, 
data breaches, and illegal access (Lechachenko et al., 2023; Sharma 
et al., 2023; Wu et al., 2023; Dmitrieva et al., 2024).

In addition to this, a systematic analysis by authors (Czeczot et al., 
2023) outlines the increased attack surface due to the proliferation of 
connected devices like machines, sensors, IoT, IIoT, and robots. This 
vast network of interconnected systems creates numerous entry points 
for attackers, as highlighted in Kour et  al., (2019); Czeczot et  al., 
(2023); Dey et al., (2024). Furthermore, authors like (Lechachenko 
et al., 2023) emphasize the cybersecurity aspects in Industry 5.0. The 
vast amount of sensitive data generated (production data, customer 
information, AI models) necessitates robust cybersecurity measures 
to prevent breaches and unauthorized access.

The close collaboration between humans and machines in 
Industry 5.0 necessitates secure authentication protocols to prevent 
unauthorized access or manipulation by either party. This human-
machine collaboration risk is addressed by Abishek et al., (2023). In a 
paper by Rawindaran et al., (2023), a security mindset was discussed 
that means constantly being aware of threats and taking steps to 
safeguard yourself and your surroundings. Humans have been the 
weakest links in cybersecurity. Therefore, their training and awareness 
are a must. This has been discussed by many researchers in papers 
(Bakkar, 2023; Czeczot et al., 2023; Rawindaran et al., 2023; Dmitrieva 
et al., 2024).

The Table 1 presents an analysis of research trends, gaps, and focus 
areas from various studies conducted between 2022 and 2024. The 
prevalent theme includes AI/ML/DL, which is frequently referenced 
across multiple studies, reflecting its central role in current research. 
Other prominent areas include blockchain distributed ledger 
technologies and Cloud/Edge/Fog computing, indicating a strong 
interest in decentralized and cloud-based solutions. IoT and Industrial 
IoT are also significant, highlighting the ongoing integration of 
connected devices in industrial applications. Cybersecurity aspects 
such as advanced security controls, cryptography, and cyber resilience 
appear consistently, emphasizing the growing importance of securing 
digital infrastructures. User-centric approaches like security training 
and collaboration are less frequently mentioned but still present, 
suggesting an awareness of the human factor in cybersecurity. User-
friendly Security is notably absent from the studies, indicating a gap 
in research on accessible security solutions, while security cost and 
energy efficiency are scarcely addressed, suggesting room for further 
research in cost-effective measures and sustainable 
technology practices.

In summary, these 18 reviewed papers investigate into the critical 
issues of security and privacy within Industry 5.0. The papers range 
from advancements in core cryptographic techniques designed to 
strengthen overall security and privacy while minimizing computing 

resource usage (Shaikh et al., 2024), to the integration of blockchain 
technology for secure data management (Natalia et  al., 2024). 
Researchers delve into explainable threat detection models, such as the 
BRL-ETDM (Bayesian reinforcement learning-based explainable 
threat detection model), to proactively identify and mitigate cyber 
threats in this new industrial landscape (Dey et al., 2024). Recognizing 
the increasing role of artificial intelligence (AI) in Industry 5.0, the 
papers explore both its benefits and drawbacks. Some studies examine 
AI’s potential for threat prediction within the Industrial Internet of 
Things (IIoT) (Czeczot et al., 2023), while others highlight the need to 
address potential risks associated with AI adoption, such as job 
displacement, security vulnerabilities, and ethical considerations 
(Trunina et al., 2023). The human-centered approach of Industry 5.0 
is reflected in research on securing Augmented Reality (AR) interfaces 
and patient privacy frameworks (Lechachenko et  al., 2023). 
Furthermore, the reviewed papers explore novel methods for human-
centric testing of IoT cybersecurity within Industry 5.0 (Waheed and 
Marchetti, 2023). Looking toward the future, the papers address data 
privacy concerns in Industry 5.0’s decentralized environments, 
particularly those enabled by federated learning (Singh et al., 2023), 
and propose future research directions to optimize security and 
privacy for policymakers and practitioners (Navale et al., 2023).

Based on this conducted review following gaps have been 
identified in the literature.

 • Few studies discuss cybersecurity in connection to big data, 
threat intelligence, advanced security technologies, cryptography, 
sixth generation (6G) cellular network, and governance.

 • No literature addresses user-friendly security in Industry 5.0.
 • A few studies discuss sustainability in terms of energy saving, 

cost reduction, and collaboration.
 • The literature lacks in-depth discussion on the direct relationship 

between cybersecurity and Industry 5.0 aspects of resilience 
and sustainability.

 • No literature discusses cybersecurity and all three aspects of 
Industry 5.0.

Additionally, literature shows a key gap in understanding how 
security concerns evolve from Industry 4.0 to Industry 5.0. By 
bridging this knowledge gap and fostering collaboration between 
researchers proposing different solutions, we  can ensure 
comprehensive security for the human-centered future of Industry 5.0. 
This addition emphasizes the importance of understanding the 
changing security landscape between Industry 4.0 and 5.0. It 
highlights how collaboration can lead to more comprehensive security 
solutions for the future of industry.

Conclusion

This study conducted a thorough literature review of 18 academic 
papers published between 2022 and 2024, exploring cybersecurity 
considerations within the context of Industry 5.0’s focus on resilience, 
human-centricity, and sustainability. Analysis of 18 papers revealed a 
strong emphasis on conceptual research and the prevalence of 
technologies like AI, blockchain and IoT. Studies highlighted the 
growing attack surface due to interconnected devices and the critical 
need for robust cybersecurity measures to protect sensitive data.
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TABLE 1 Cybersecurity literature in the context of Industry 5.0 technologies (presented in this study).

Year

References

A
I/M

L/D
L

Big data

C
loud/Edge/Fog 

com
puting

IoT and industrial 

IoT

Blockchain 

distributed ledger

Th
reat intelligence

A
dvanced security 

controls

C
ryptography

C
yber resilience

G
overnance

U
ser-friendly security

Security culture

Security training

Suppliers security

C
obot

Federated learning

Energy effi
ciency

Security cost

C
ollaboration

2024 Dey et al. (2024) x x

2024 Dmitrieva et al. (2024) x x x

2023 Sharma et al. (2023) x x

2023 Singh et al. (2023) x x x

2023 Wu et al. (2023) x x x

2023 Siddique et al. (2023) x x x x x

2024 Shaikh et al. (2024) x x x x x

2023 Bakkar (2023) x x x

2023 Lechachenko et al. (2023) x x x

2023 Czeczot et al. (2023) x x x x x x x x

2023 Abishek et al. (2023) x x

2023 Rawindaran et al. (2023) x x x x x

2024 Natalia et al. (2024) x x

2023 Trunina et al. (2023) x x x x

2023 Navale et al. (2023) x x x x x x x x x

2023 Waheed and Marchetti (2023) x x x x x

2022 Kohli et al. (2022) x x

2022 Pant et al. (2022) x x x
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However, the review also identified significant gaps in current 
research. Notably, limited attention has been paid to user-friendly 
security solutions and the intricate link between cybersecurity and 
Industry 5.0’s core principles of resilience and sustainability. 
Furthermore, no existing literature comprehensively addresses 
cybersecurity across all three aspects of Industry 5.0.

These findings point toward important avenues for future 
research. Developing user-friendly security solutions and investigating 
the synergy between cybersecurity and industry 5.0’s core values 
present exciting opportunities for advancing secure and sustainable 
industrial practices. Further exploration is also needed to understand 
how cybersecurity strategies can contribute to a more resilient and 
human-cantered Industry 5.0 future.
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